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Review

What is the difference between:
a = b

a == b

a.equals(b)

When do we use each of them?
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Undeclared Variables and if

Remember what happens when you try to 
access an undeclared variable?

Interaction with if statement: Java complains if it 
thinks there’s a chance you haven’t initialized a 
variable.

int x;

boolean y = true;

if (y)

x = 3;

System.out.println(x); // problem!
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Method Returns and if

Remember that methods have to return a value 
if they promised that they would.

Same problem as before:
public static int foo(boolean y) {

if (y)

return 3;

else if (!y)

return 4;

}
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Fix

This, however, is okay:
public static int foo(boolean y) {

if (y)

return 3;

else

return 4;

}
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This Lecture

Loops
while loops

for loops
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WHILE LOOPS

Repeat while condition is true.
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Recall: if statement

if (condition) {

// some code here

}

// code here happens regardless

• condition has type boolean

• The if statement defines a block of code that 
happens if condition evaluates to true.
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Control Flow

if statements let us choose whether to execute 
some code, or to choose between multiple 
blocks of code to execute.

Another way to control the flow of the program: 
execute something multiple times.
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Copy and Paste?

System.out.println(1);

System.out.println(2);

System.out.println(3);

System.out.println(4);

System.out.println(5);

System.out.println(6);

System.out.println(7);

…
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Problems

1. Annoying – who wants to copy/paste that 
much

2. Error prone – easy to make mistake

3. Difficult to maintain – hard to edit or fix 
mistakes

4. Does not generalize – what if something 
changes each time you execute it?

5. Variable number of steps – what if you don't 
know how many steps you need?
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while Loops

Syntax:
while (condition) {

// block of code

}

// go here only after 

// we fail the condition check

Note similarity to if statement's syntax:
if (condition) {

// block of code

}

// go here afterwards
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if vs. while

Syntactically, the only difference between if and 
while is that the keyword is different

Semantically, the effect of while vs. if is that:
while: code block is repeatedly executed as long as 
the condition is evaluated to be true.

if: code block is executed at most once, if the 
condition is evaluated to be true.
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while Example

int x = 0;

while (x < 4) {

System.out.println("Write this again");

x++;

}
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The purpose of the variable x is
to act as the loop counter. It keeps track
of how many times the loop has run.



Trace This Code

Trace the execution of the loop from the 
previous slide. How many times does it execute?

int x = 0;

while (x < 4) {

System.out.println("Write this again");

x++;

}
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Definition: Iteration

An iteration is a single execution of the 
instructions in the body of a loop.

The previous loop had 4 iterations:
first iteration: x = 0

second iteration: x = 1

third iteration: x = 2

fourth iteration: x = 3
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When is the Condition Checked?

The condition of a while loop is checked once
per iteration of the loop, before the block of 
code is executed.

int x = 0;

while (x < 4) {

x += 10;

System.out.println(“x is now at least 10”);

x -= 10;

x++;

}
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How many times does this loop iterate for?



Practice Exercise

What does this code do?
Recall that % is the remainder operator.

int i = 0;

while (i < 100) {

if (i % 3 == 0) {

System.out.println(i);

}

i++;

}
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Practice Exercise 2

What does this code do?
int x = 0;

while (x < 4) {

System.out.println(x);

}
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Infinite Loop

The above code creates an infinite loop.
It goes on forever because we never change the 
value of x!

This is the song that doesn't end

Yes, it goes on and on my friend

Some people started singing it not knowing what it 
was,

And they'll continue singing it forever just because…
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The Halting Problem 

(Grey background = bonus material; not testable)

Alan Turing proved that no computer program 
can tell you within a finite amount of time if 
another computer program has an infinite loop 
in it.

• This is the halting problem

• Extremely important result in theoretical 
computer science!
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The Halting Problem 

(Grey background = bonus material; not testable)

Computers aren't all-powerful!

Many other useful problems can also be shown 
to be undecidable (computers cannot always 
solve them) because the halting problem is 
undecidable.
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Be Careful

An extra, misplaced ; can ruin your program:
int x = 0;

while (x < 4); {

x++;

}
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This creates an infinite loop. 



How Many Iterations 1

int x = 4;

while (x > 4) {

System.out.println("This is the song "

+ “that never ends.”);

x++;

}
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How Many Iterations 2

int x = 6;

while (x > 4) {

System.out.println("This is the song "

+ “that never ends.”);

x--;

}
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How Many Iterations 3

int x = 6;

while (x > 4) {

System.out.println("This is the song "

+ “that never ends.”);

x++;

}
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How Many Iterations 4

int x = 3;

while (x < 11) {

System.out.println("This is the song "

+ “that never ends.”);

x += 2;

}
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How Many Iterations 5

int x = 3;

while (x != 10) {

System.out.println("This is the song "

+ “that never ends.”);

x += 2;

}
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Hi. I am the monster, 
Off-By-One Error. 

Catch me if you can!



Off-By-One Error

This code is supposed to print all positive values 
of x up until 5:

int x = 1;

while (x < 5) {

System.out.println(x);

x++;

}
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How do we fix it?



Template for n Repetitions

If you have code that you want to perform a 
fixed number of times, one way to do that is 
with a while loop and a counter:
int counter = 0;

while (counter < n)

{

//whatever you want done

counter++;

}
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Off-By-One Error Prevention

To avoid off by one errors, you should always 
manually confirm the first step of a loop as well 
as the last step of a loop.

Make sure the numbers are what you are 
expecting.
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Exercise

Write some code that prints every integer 
between 1 and 100 that is not a multiple of 3.
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FizzBuzz

This problem is a famous basic screening 
problem for coding interviews at major software 
companies. ~50%-85% applicants fail it.

Are you ready?
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FizzBuzz

Write a program that prints the numbers from 1 
to 100, but:

• For multiples of three print “Fizz” instead of 
the number 

• For the multiples of five print “Buzz” instead 
of the number

• For numbers which are multiples of both 
three and five print “FizzBuzz” instead of the 
above.
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FOR LOOPS

Initiation, condition, update
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Common Loop Theme

Very often in loops, one will do three things:
1. Perform some initialization before the loop 

starts

2. Check a condition before each iteration of a loop

3. Perform some update step at the end of each 
iteration
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Template for n Repetitions

If you have code that you want to perform a 
fixed number of times, one way to do that is 
with a while loop and a counter:
int counter = 0;

while (counter < n)

{

//whatever you want done

counter++;

}
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Initialization

Condition before each iteration

Update at the end of each iteration



for Loops

Because this pattern is so common, Java has a 
for loop, which is similar to a while loop, but has 
these three parts built in to the loop.
for (initialization; condition; update) {

// loop body

}
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for Loops

for (initialization; condition; update) {

// loop body

}
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Happens once per loop only, before 
the first check of the condition

Happens before every iteration.
If it evaluates to true, the loop
body will run.

Happens at the end of
every iteration. Usually
used to update a variable
declared in the initialization.



for vs. while
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) 

{

System.out.println(i);

}
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int i = 0;

while (i < 4) {

System.out.println(i);

i++;

}

• The only difference is that the variable i
is still defined after the while loop, 
whereas it is no longer in scope and 
therefore doesn't exist anymore after 
the for loop.

• Could be a good thing – don't mix up 
variables!



Can Use for Loop as while Loop

int x = 0;

for (; x < 4; ) {

System.out.println(x);

x++;

}

You are unlikely to do this when writing good, 
readable code.
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When To Use Which One

Indefinite number of iterations

 while
e.g., Keep doing something until a certain event 
occurs, or while a certain condition is true.

Fixed or easily calculable number of iterations

 for
e.g., Go through all elements of a list (which we will 
see soon), or a fixed number of elements
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Exercise

A prime number is a positive integer >= 2 whose 
only divisors are 1 and itself.

Write a program that checks whether an integer 
is prime.

How to start? Hints:
• Break it down! How do you check if the 

candidate number has a particular divisor?

• Which numbers do you have to check as possible 
divisors?
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